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When his friend Sonia invites him to spend a few days with her in Cap de Sal, Leo 
fears that a tedious summer on the beach awaits him. Just when he has resigned 
himself to being the target of criticism from his friend's gang, who consider him 
a freak, Sonia takes him to a new place in town, a pub where people "like him" go. 
Night after night he goes to the pub and dances until the early hours of the 
morning, fascinated by the dark atmosphere, the music... and by Sebastian, an 
attractive and enigmatic guy who runs the place together with his two friends. 
But as Leo discovers more about Cap de Sal and the people who frequent the 
place, everything seems to indicate that this place has a suspicious relationship 
with Marina, the famous girl who disappeared earlier this summer without a trace. 

Summer of 99

A dark and irresistible juvenile 
story by Yolanda Camacho, one of 

the most recognized genre authors 
in Spain.

Ample LGTBQ representation

Ideal setting and aesthetic for 
vampire fans and 90's nostalgics.

FANTASY

NEW!

The Lundenwich Society

Author: Victor Sellés
From 14 years old
340 pages
Format: 14 x 22 cm.
Published by: 
Obscura - Spanish
Key words: Fantasy, Adventures, Magic
Material in Spanish

FANTASY

Young Thomas Blackpole is an orphan and wants very much to be released from 
his sentence in Panopticon, the infamous Lundenwich prison. After a few grueling 
months behind bars, an offer of employment from the mysterious Mrs. Wickfield 
will turn his life and his perception of his surroundings upside down. Tom discovers 
that he is a medium and that in his new home, a funeral parlor, Wickfield helps the 
living and the dead in an unconventional way by secretly leading the Lundenwich 
Society, a group of young people with extraordinary abilities who work to balance 
the supernatural forces that invade every street in town. 

Ghosts of Jade Green is the first 
volume of The Lundenwich Society, a 
fantasy saga replete with apparitions 
from beyond and mysterious crimes, 
set in a Victorian London bathed in 

the supernatural.

Ghosts, vampires, monsters and 
crimes to solve. A unique read that 

will keep readers on edge!



Pale son of the night 

Author: Juan González Mesa
Year of publication: 2023
Original language: Spanish 
Publisher: ObscuraEditorial
Number of pages: 448
Key words: 
#War #Zombies #Revolt

At the end of the 18th century, the inhabitants of
Haiti decide not to give in to the conquering
enemy and use their knowledge of voodoo to
ensure that the death of their people has not been
in vain. Thus was born a brutal zombie army
commanded by powerful sorcerers. Three
centuries later, the armies of the Vatican are
called on a secret mission by Pope Fidel II. The
captain of this mission, Augusto Vidoq, will
gradually understand the implications of the
pontiff's mission as, on his journey to Manu, a
small island lost in the ocean, he must face zombie
attacks and the wiles of the dreaded bokor, the
witchdoctors who practice voodoo. The struggle
between the forces of good and evil is not as clear
as Augusto thought. And it is not only humans
who will take sides in the battle: the most powerful
loas, revered voodoo spirits, inhabit the world of
humans, and the island of Manu is the heart of
their earthly kingdom.

About the book

Atmospheric and gripping from the
very beginning. The author has created

a world that feels so real that readers
will not want to stop.

Perfect for readers of adventure books
with a twist. We revisit history but from

a different angle, a different parallel
universe.Juan González Mesa was born in

Cádiz in 1975. He began writing
almost at the same time he
discovered fantasy and horror
literature, at the age of eleven. His
early interest in the world of
comics and cinema led him to take
several courses in drawing,
screenwriting and general
introduction to cinema. In 2004, he
scripted, produced and directed
the short film Exnatura. He is also
co-writer of the webseries
Sombras. He is currently
collaborating in the science fiction
project Exilium.

All in all, the bulk of his artistic
production is literary. In 2014 he
was nominated for the Ignotus
award for best novel with Gente
muerta, for best short novel with
La montaña, and in this latest
edition he has also been nominated
for his story Los rápidos azules. He
has won or been a finalist in several
short story contests.

Fiction | Fantasy |  Science Fiction 

Juan González Mesa

Rights sold

Spanish:  Obscura



Alone at the top

Author:Carlos Sisí
Year of publication: 2022
Original language: Spanish 
Publisher: Obscura Editorial
Number of pages: 366
Key words: 
#Trapped #Orgnization #Revolt

A man wakes up in the room of a house that is
clearly not meant to be a home. He doesn’t
remember a single thing: neither who he is,
nor how he got there. Suddenly he finds himself
surrounded by a group of colorful subjects who
are trying to carry out a mission that seems, if not
illegal, potentially dangerous. He decides that he
has to be careful, because, try as he might, he
cannot access his memories and cannot tell if he is
the boss, the prisoner, or just one of the members
of such a peculiar gang.
As time goes by, the puzzle becomes more
complicated to the point of madness. Our
protagonist will end up discovering the
mysterious organization Alone at the Top, the one
apparently responsible for his amnesia and the
circumstance in which he now finds himself.
From that moment on, he will begin to face
increasingly surreal and desperate situations that
will lead him to ask himself a question that will
plague him with every step he takes, the only
question that really matters: "Is this real?”

About the book

A great, mind blowing thriller that
contains all the necessary elements
to hook you from the very begining

 
Perfect for readers that enjoy crazy

theories as they read, that build
their own parallel story as the one in

the book unfolds.
 
 

He is an entrepreneur and writer.
In 2009 he published his first book,
Los caminantes, which marks the
beginning of the heartbreaking
saga that has captured almost
100,000 readers. In 2013 he won a
Minotauro Award for his novel
Panteón. His latest saga, Rojo,
through which he reinvents the
vampire myth, has been a
resounding success and reaffirms
him as one of the country's great
horror authors. Sisí currently lives
in Málaga.

Carlos Sisí is one of spain's most
celebrated genre author. With his
books having sold more than 100.00
copies.

Thrilller | Horror

Carlos Sisí

Rights sold

Spanish:  Obscura
Portuguese (Brasil): Skull Editora



The Ketchup Project

Author: Inés Galiano
Year of publication: 2022
Original language: Spanish 
Publisher: Obscura Editorial
Number of pages: 366
Key words: 
#Slash #Homage #80s

Ana lands in the southern town of Jackson City
after deciding to transfer from the University of
Murcia to the University of East Tennessee for a
semester. She is ready to enjoy the American
experience, but she does not count on the
mysterious and even paranormal events that
occur on the university campus one after the
other.
In addition to attending a Statistics class and doing
an internship in Translation, Ana will experience
cosmic and absurd adventures in the purest
American style: she will join the ΩZZ co-ed
fraternity, founded by the ghostly and legendary
Sir Walter Coyle, and a writing club with a hands-
on focus on spectral rituals; travel through a
portal in the library to a rock concert organized
by a celebrated cosmic deity; become involved in
a cultic invocation at Lake Bun on Halloween
night; and face a mythical invasion at the Jackson
City mall during Black Friday.
Over the course of the semester, Ana and her
friends will learn to deal with college as well as
monsters both mythical and real.

About the book

A novel that tests the limits of
magical realism and cosmic horror,
impregnated with a humor worthy
of the best parodies of the greatest

horror movie classics.
 

Perfect for lovers of classic horror
films.

 
 (Murcia, 1992), studied Translation

and Interpreting in Murcia and
Audiovisual Communication in
Tennessee, and finally Film
Directing at ESCAC. She has
worked in television at Daytime
Tri-Cities as a production assistant
and in the press as an editor at the
bilingual newspaper El Nuevo
Tennesseean.
As a filmmaker, her short film
Frames received the award for
Best Opera Prima at the Festival
Premios Latino de Málaga (2016).
She has also written and directed
the play Sonríe, que estás más
guapa (2019). As a writer, she has
elfpublished the science fiction
novel Los límites del bosque, and
¿Quién mató a Shara Marst, 30 días
and Partida, three works of
suspense.

The references to horror movies
and cosmic horror are perfectly
complemented by the parodic and
humorous moments faced by the
characters. A book as intelligent as it
is hilarious.

Comedy | Horror

Inés Galiano

Rights sold

Spanish:  Obscura



Death's heir

Author: Albert Font 
Year of publication: 2022
Original language: Catalan
Publisher: Obscura Editorial
Number of pages: 304
Key words: 
#legend #death #destiny

A young ferocious man, Jarràh, longs to
undertake a journey and meet all the beasts that
inhabit the world. Before leaving the city of Port
Prim where he has grown up, however, he is
forced to accept a truth he has long ignored: upon
his birth, he was given the power of Chilamis, the
goddess of death.
Nin, witch and the ancient goddess of life, will be
in charge of guiding Jarràh through a kind of
fantastic silk route where traders, pilgrims,
criminals and beings of all kinds will come up
against him. But istory is not always all in the
hands of ordinary people, and there are ears
everywhere: the empires of Ferosia and Solterra,
increasingly at odds, have learned that the heir of
Chilamis is among the living, and now, emperors
and kings will not stop until Jarrah's gift has
served their purposes.
In the course of such afantastic journey, Jarrah
will become an adult and learn that judging life
and death is something that goes far beyond the
domain of men or justice.

About the book

Albert Font is a very promising new
voice that is installed in the Catalan

literary panorama.
 

Perfect for Terry Pratchett and
Ursula K. Leguin fans!

 
Very well received and well

recommended.
 Albert Font (Escaldes- Engordany,

1990) is a mountain lover and a
passionate fanatical writer. He
graduated in Humanities from
Pompeu Fabra University, where
he received his master's degree in
Literary Creation.
His career has focused on writing
content for cultural entities in
Andorra and Barcelona.

An incredible feat: a fantasy title
written directly and catalan!

Fantasy

Albert Font

Rights sold

Catalan:  Obscura



Bird tongue

Author: Victor Sellés
Year of publication: 2022
Original language: Catalan
Publisher: Obscura Editorial
Number of pages: 341
Key words: 
#legend #death #Mythology

For thousands of years, druids have worked to
repair the fractures that connect us to the Blurred
World and keep the creatures that dwell on the
other side at bay. Unfortunately, their attempts
have not always had an effect.
Abel has never understood why his mother looks
at him as if he is not her son, as if he does not
belong in this world. With the help of his friend
Tania, he must face the mystery of his origin and
enter the Blurry World, whose inhabitants
threaten the apparent tranquility of Arbientes, a
small Galician village that hides more secrets than
its inhabitants imagine. When both dimensions
begin to collide, closing the portal that separates
them will be in the hands of the mysterious
characters that watch over this strange universe.

About the book

A novel of initiation somewhere
between fantasy and horror.

 
Ancient magical traditions and fairy

tales come to life to protect the
world from a dimension that, as

bewitching as it may seem, is best
left hidden.

 
Agile prose and excellent character

development.
 

Victor holds a degree in History
from the Universidad Autónoma
de Madrid. With an enormously
eclectic profile, this writer has also
worked as a bookseller and
paleontologist, has taught creative
writing at Ateneo Literario and has
been invited to give classes on
transmedia narrative at the
University of Hull (UK).
He won the III Concurso
Internacional de Relato Bruma
Negra with "Día libre", being
selected in the Cosecha Eñe 2016
award with "Rojo escarlata" and
winning the collective Guillermo de
Baskerville 2017 award

"An exciting book that takes us to
an enchanted Galicia where we will
want to stay to live adventures, to
know more of its legends, to believe
in magic. With a forceful and dark
narration, which in turn respects the
look of the child protagonist, Lengua
de pájaros reads easily and will leave
the reader with a very good taste in
his mouth."
-Mew Magazine

Fantasy

Victor Sellés

Rights sold

Spanish:  Obscura
Czech: Golden Dog




